Pigmentation • Acne Scars • Wrinkles

Impressive results …
virtually no downtime

After 2 Focus Treatments

Acne Scars and Pigment. Courtesy of R. Saluja, MD

Before

After 1 Focus Treatment

Pigmentation and Photodamage. Courtesy of L. Espinoza, MD

Learn more about Skin Cell
Activation with PicoSure treatments
at www.picosure.com

After 4 Focus Treatments

Before

After 4 Focus Treatments

Fine Wrinkles and Age Spots. Courtesy of R. Weiss, MD

PicoSure 755 nm is FDA cleared to treat pigmented lesions in skin types I-VI.
PicoSure 755 nm with Focus is FDA cleared to treat pigmented lesions in skin
types I-VI and acne scars and wrinkles in skin types I-IV.
Patient results will vary.
Cover model used for illustrative purposes and this depiction is not an
actual before and after photo..
©2016 Cynosure, Inc. Cynosure and PicoSure are registered trademarks
and Focus and Skin Cell Activation are trademarks of Cynosure, Inc.
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Acne Scars and Pigment. Courtesy of R. Geronemus, MD

INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION
INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION

Before

After 5 Focus Treatments

Pigmented Lesions. Courtesy of S. Shin, MD

AVOID EYE OR SKIN EXPOSURE TO
DIRECT OR SCATTERED RADIATION.
EN 60825-1: 2007 CLASS 4 LASER PRODUCT
SOLID STATE LASER
Pulse Energy:
Pulse Width:
Wavelength:

200mJ
≤ 900ps
755nm

AIM LASER CLASS–3R
Maximum Power:
<5mW
Wavelength: 630–690nm CW
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Ask your treatment provider about
a PicoSure treatment that’s right
for you.
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PicoSure Focus treatments work
with your body to make your skin
look and feel better—naturally.

Signaling a
new day in skin
revitalization
Skin Cell Activation™ with
PicoSure® treatments

When cells speak,
the body listens—
and responds with
more youthfullooking skin

Inside your cells is newer
skin just waiting to get out

Recent discoveries have begun to reveal the
secret language of the body and how cells talk
to each other to keep the body healthy. Known
as cell signaling or Skin Cell Activation, this
“body talk” occurs when cells release proteins,
which are then detected by surrounding cells
to trigger a healing response—a response
that produces new collagen and elastin for
healthier-looking skin.

• Convenient 10–15 minute treatments

Focus treatments with the PicoSure laser activate your
body’s natural skin cell processes for healthy, more youthfullooking skin. Only Focus treatments lighten unwanted
pigment AND uniquely stimulate the production of new
collagen and elastin—keys to younger-looking skin—without
the pain or downtime of other laser treatments.
• Skin Cell Activation initiates dermal remodeling,
reducing the appearance of wrinkles and acne scars
• High and low intensity energy lightens unwanted pigment
such as freckles and age spots
•A
 few hours of mild redness vs. 2–6 days of
downtime with other laser procedures

The perfect treatment
when you have no time
for downtime
Other lasers promise to treat wrinkles, acne scars and
blemishes. But only PicoSure with Skin Cell Activation
uses pressure to deliver impressive results without the
pain, discomfort and downtime of other procedures.
• Minimal redness—just 1–3 hours
• No need to cover up
• No need to miss work or leisure activities

Minimal downtime with PicoSure
Focus treatments
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Immediate post

3 hours post

24 hours post

Courtesy of D. McDaniel, MD

Skin Cell Activation™ is the secret behind
Focus™ treatments with the PicoSure® laser.
PicoSure helps remove wrinkles,
acne scarring, blemishes and
tattoos—and now, with its unique
Focus option, PicoSure removes
downtime as well.

Think inside the cell—and outside
the box
Your body already has what it takes to help you look and
feel younger. Let PicoSure put it to work for you, with
Skin Cell Activation—the breakthrough available only
with PicoSure Focus treatments.

